Dynamic model of the bronchial tree.
We present a distributed model of the bronchial tree which simulates the global dynamic characteristics of the lung. Local mechanical characteristics of each airway are represented by RCL circuits and parameters of the electrical components are determined from local physiological data. The bronchi geometry is described by Weibel's symmetric model, the flow in each airway is assumed laminar and mixing effects at the bifurcations are neglected; the transpulmonary pressure is assumed to be sinusoidal. In simulations of quiet breathing the resistance to airflow is found to be dominant, the flow amplitude decreasing as breathing frequency increases, but remaining almost constant in all the generations. Simulations of ventilation through obstructed lungs show frequency dependence of the dynamic characteristics in very compliant lungs. The global resistance to airflow and the dynamic compliance of the bronchi decrease as the forced oscillation frequency increases in a pattern similar to in vivo measurements in diseased lungs. This may be an outcome of the RCL properties of the network rather than due to uneven distribution of mechanical properties of the lung.